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necessary to compete successfully at the job, and the feminine “For women today, achieving an effective
career, a fulfilling romantic relationship, and a rewarding personal life can feel just like opposing goals, leaving
their deepest yearnings only beyond reach. It has even become difficult to take pleasure from the easiest
pleasures of our lives. We are stuck in “ Soon, you will learn to switch effortlessly between the intense “
damaging our romantic relationships, pleasure, and creativity. By embodying this archetype and using tantra—
In The Wild Woman’body intelligence.flow-mode” But what if there were a way to go through the simplest
pleasures of our lives on a deeper level, freeing your body and psyche from these damaging patterns?not
just in the bedroom, but also to build intimate connections to your senses and physical movements, getting
bliss to smaller or more mundane activities like taking a sip of tea or strolling down the street—we can
break harmful psychological patterns. Beyond our current stereotypes about femininity lies the ancient
wisdom of the Crazy Woman archetype, a model of creating a feminine “s Way, Michaela Boehm shares
practical rituals and exercises drawn from years of knowledge as a celebrity romantic relationship and life
counselor and a specialist in tantric yoga. She reveals the power of different types of touch, while also
training you in types of meditation and stretching that increase activity and sensual enjoyment.go-mode,”gomode”Discover how to create and enjoy a pleasure-filled and meaningful lifestyle with this practical tantra
handbook for the high-achieving modern female.” of softness and receptivity. By harnessing the duality of
the Wild Woman, you will attract and inspire meaningful interactions with romantic companions, your own
body, and with life itself.
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FOR ALL Females AND THE MEN Who have LOVE THEM I highly recommend this book. Although she
expresses her concepts and encounters with great authority, there is not a good hint of dogma or rigid
prescription in her words and phrases, nor false guarantee that doing the procedures she outlines will
instantaneously deliver whatever it really is you might be searching for. Her phrases are an antidote to the
sacred goddess fluff and misperceived superiority of the 'divine feminine' that permeates specific segments
of the culture — and her equal like and respect for both sexes, and their divergent and shared experiences,
is refreshingly evident throughout. The design is modern and an easy task to follow, it is usually well
organized and it translates in a simple language methods of trauma release and embodiment, which are
necessary in order to live an orgasmic and wild life as a woman. The reserve is well written.The print edition
offers a convenient way to gain access to the many experiential practices she includes in the book.The
performance on the audiobook is the icing on the wild woman cake. There's something about Michaela's voice
that transmits her wisdom in a unique and powerful way. As soon as we are comfortable and in the body, it
is also an easy task to feel the circulation vs directional/move emoting/sensing/intuiting/getting embodied
vs thinking/performing modes and thus switch when necessary. Amazing book for tapping into the sacred
feminine ?? This book is ideal both for women who wish to reconnect with the deep, wise, intuitive feminine
that calls to us (but we don't listen) AND for practitioners who would like to work with women reconnect
making use of their body (therapists, coaches, nutritionists, yoga teachers, etc.). This book is for every
female to realy enjoy and fully embrace ,because this is what a woman is approximately. This book is just
what I was requiring at this time in my journey! Down to earth, easy to understand & follow, relateable
I've enjoyed Michaela's practices and function for a couple years now. I was intially drawn to her as the
only college student of D. Deida. Most importantly, the reserve is exceedingly useful and generous in its
factors and suggestions, covering a very wide range of topics and practices in an approachable, applicable
way while never sacrificing a little bit of substance. I found both her podcasts and the book very right
down to earth, no-nonsense and an easy task to relate to.Personally i think it's essential to have both the
print edition, and the audiobook. The publication is deeply personal, yet it stands on common surface with
every woman and the males who love us, calling us with practical assistance for living, loving, and creating.I
will not necessarily say that I've found many new for me personally practices, but I have also practiced
Daoist tantra and regular tantra, where sensitization of the body, releasing stuck feelings and also
cathartic practices are the foundation to free up the energy. Still, Personally i think that just how Michaela
presents the same methods is very useful for any beginner on the Tantric route... Actually, Michaela proves
it to me that Tantra does not have to be complicated and esoteric. This is a really beautiful book to read,
nonetheless it is equally special to listen to it in Michaela’s voice too. Moreover, in an exceedingly fluid and
relaxed method it can help us come out of the mental matrix of problems, pain and contractions into
sensiality, aliveness, relaxation and joy.. She poses the right reminders about not only how exactly to enter a
relationship, and also what the barriers may be typically for a female, such as for example dreamig a
potential for her man and shedding herself in goals that her partner might become ''his greatest self'', when
he might not necessarily intend it, as well as looking forward to a white night and a savior.., but nonetheless
can hold our interest in a subtle method and distract us from getting a more aligned with us partner or
from looking after maturing and stepping into our own power. I am in full devotion to get that beautiful
woman that lies within me.The polarity subject is really dear if you ask me, too. Having explored my very
own masculine and having prevailed in the corporate world, I got tired of it and wanted to step back to my
more calm, embodied and feminine aspects. Part of the challenge was for a long time carrying back might
work and ambitions at home, since having a career, based on my parents example designed working long
hours and bringing work at home. As often as they are questions offered by therapists, such issues migh
get actually finely woven into a relationship, where they are much less directly observed, experienced, etc..
Until I was not prepared to pay the purchase price for success any more. Another element is how to keep

the flame crazy after several years of being together and ways to get deeper in the other person. Dealing
with her has actually changed my entire life for the better - my relationship with my husband, my career,
and generally just how much I'm experiencing my day-to-day life. Therefore, I required answers. It
definitely puts points into perspective.. I find Michaela's style of speaking in her podcasts, as well as the
chapters about them entertaining, along with direct and an easy task to leap into. The even more I dive
into her ''yoga of relationships'', I observe how we have to take any type of relating with a whole lot of
humor and more like a play, where we have been characters, rather than a fixed design of behaving as a
wife & husband or girl- & boyfriend roles. Actually these roles are versatile and similar to roles in a movie or
theater play. It's as though the combination of vowels, consonants, and syllables evoke a knowledge in your
body of the listener, and the content only reinforces that. This book is the real deal I love Michaela. A
powerful practice could be therefore simple! She brings her depth of knowledge & We want what she is
having! And the most amazing thing can be that she's managed to put both the essence and the useful
methods of what she teaches in a book! (Michaela Boehm) :) This book is written so easy to read. I've
recently begun to check out Michaela Boehm and have fallen completely in love with the simplicity and
POWER of her strategies. wisdom to her use such generosity, and each component is immediately
actionable. The book contains all you need to Rewild yourself as a woman, also to help create the structure
(as a guy) to aid the Wild Women in your life.The heart of the book, is to go back to simplicity and beauty.
For me personally it's been so powerful to find a teacher who doesn't speak to what's missing, or must be
transformed or transformed, but rather to simply tap into what is already present.The practices in the
reserve have previously changed the way I feel about myself, my partner, and my world, and I have only
stepped onto the road. A beautiful book in a class of its own Michaela writes with immense clarity, depth,
and compassion. The material is refreshing and down-to-earth, not at all esoteric. Instead, Michaela works
as a gentle and grounded exploratory guideline, always leading you back again, through a variety of avenues,
to the profound, innate wisdom of your own body. I have bought 4 copies already, for the women I know
who have "currently tried everything" and so are still searching for something deeper in lifestyle.Ms Boehm
writes clearly and with compassion, via her 35+ years of experience. Steadily, as I discovered that she has
been a Tantra practitioner with her own lineage of ladies, I was a lot more interested in her work. It can
actually be very easily part of our day to day life. In a world where there's so much noise &Michaela is
down to earth and a no BS kind of a lady that i love. Personally i think embraced by the cover by the
sentences. These of course are huge the different parts of the unconscious heritage of women, as well as
the movie/media propaganda that entraps a woman's attention and longing. The exercises are great and I
love the rituals..We also loved getting deeper into Michaela's aproach of polarity in relationship. As a
practitioner myself, I always know I need to do my own work to become of program to others.. Buy this
reserve!luscious, sensitive, beautiful soft, enticing and mystic...Thank-you because of this book a Real
Womans Way book!. Recommend this book. Truly, a must read. Great Great I'm Providing This To My
Daughter THE MOMENT She Is Ready For It Thank you Michaela, for writing this kind of a grounded,
undefended method that is empowering, illuminating and incredibly validating for women's ways of the crazy
and beyond. Thank you for your transparency, honesty and wisdom. I'm so looking towards beginning the
training in a few days. Great buy for self help and guide This book is such an excellent guide in helping you
find and get in tuned with your inner self..Overall I really like the book and We highly recommend!. I got no
illustrations, besides my parents being good friends and supportive of every other's (and mainly actually my
father's dreams). Her practices and ideas are basic, tangible and effective - therefore much more.
complexity around personal advancement, success, and pleasure, it really is utterly refreshing to listen to
her words.Even though many teachers in this genre merely provide ready-made templates for becoming
‘what you need to be' to 'attract everything you want’ in ways that often only serve to manipulate
others, Michaela’s function encourages the precise opposite, inviting you to peel back again false layers and

travel deeper within using the body as your ultimate portal to greater self-inquiry.
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